Our conference aims at retracing the main trends at work in the margins of Turkish Literature since the mid-1950s: evolving from a rather well-known Bohemia to the current Underground, born of an intermingling of avant-garde currents with the incoming Counter culture, this form of expression requires a historical, literary and probably sociological approach to define its boundaries. Defining what poet Küçük Iskender, novelist Metin Kaçan and essayist Altay Öktem have in common equals to questioning the meaning of literature in our time and taking into account new categories of readers: young, urban and highly literate. In the aftermath of the Gezi Park uprising, this significant aspect of current Turkish (mostly Istanbul-based) production has to be considered since it also works on the arts and politics.

Referent: Timour Muhidine is professor for Contemporary Turkish Literature at INaLCO (Paris). Translator of numerous modern Turkish authors, he has organized workshops on the Istanbul Underground in Paris and Istanbul since 2013.